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ABSTRACT OSTB 
Inspection and identification of cylindrical or conical shaped objects presents a unique challenge for a machine vision system. 
Due to the circular nature of the objects it is difficult to image the whole object using traditional area cameras and image 
capture methods. This work describes a unique technique to acquire a two dimensional image of the entire surface 
circumference of a cylindricalkonical shaped object. The specific application of this method is the identification of large 
caliber (155 mm) ammunition rounds in the field as they are transported between or within vehicles. The proposed method 
utilizes a line scan camera in combination with high speed image acquisition and processing hardware to acquire images from 
multiple cameras and generate a single, geometrically accurate, surface image. The primary steps involved are the capture of 
multiple images as the ammunition moves by on the conveyor followed by warping to correct for the distortion induced by the 
curved projectile surface. The individual images are then tiled together to form one two-dimensional hiage of the complete 
circumference. Once this image has been formed an automatic identification algorithm begins the feature extraction and 
classification process. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In many electronic imaging applications the object to be captured for subsequent analysis is not a simple geometric shape with 
flat surfaces perpendicular to the camera's axis. Some applications can either tolerate optical geometric distortions due to 
irregularly shaped objects or provide calibration procedures to compensate for the fixed distortions. However, one particular 
application which requires a dynamic correction of the optical distortion is the generation of a circumference image of a 
cylindrical object with varying radius and length. In this application several factors determine the optical distortions 
including curvature of the object, which affects the object distance and variable spatial resolution, and the object radius, 
which also affects the object distance. This paper will focus on the dynamic correction of the optical distortions experienced 
in acquiring cylindricakonical objects and the process of creating a mosaic or composite image of the entire circumference of 
the object's surface. 

The specific application of this method is the identification of large caliber (155 mm) ammunition rounds in the field as they 
are transported between or within vehicles. The entire circumference of the round must be imaged because the angular 
orientation can not be controlled. Text and other markings could be located anywhere on the round including the conical 
section of the tip. A line scan approach is used due to the axial motion of the round during transport (typically on a 
V conveyor belt). 

The process of geometric or spatial transformations has been used extensively in the fields of satellite imaging and 
mapping,'-3 medical and image enhancement?-' Several textsg-" cover the topic of image warping or geometric 
transformations. In general this process is broken into two phases: a spatial transformation and an interpolation of the new 
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pixel values. The spatial transformation can be a polynomial mapping of a set of tie-points or targets from one image domain 
to the corresponding points in another image or map coordinate."-12 Another method uses the known physical properties of 
the image acquisition system or object to generate an analytical transform of the desired tran~formation.'"'~ In this 
application the optical properties of the imaging system can be exploited to define a spatial transformation based on 
measurable attributes within the image. The unique feature of this approach is that the dynamic measurements can be made 
invariant to the geometric distortions encountered. 

The primary steps involved in the circumference imaging process are the capture of four individual images (each camera 
would image one quarter of the circumference) as the ammunition moves by a viewing gap between two conveyor segments. 
Next the resulting lines are warped to correct for the distortion induced by the curved projectile surface, then the four 
individual images are tiled together to form one two dimensional image of the complete circumference. Once this image has 
been formed the identification algorithm would begin the feature extraction and classification process. Also, the expected 
image location that contained text would be extracted and processed by a character recognition algorithm. 

2. GEOMETRIC WARPING 
The optical system images the curved surface of the ammunition shell onto a linear detector array. The imaged line on the 
shell is perpendicular to the axis of the shell. Because of the camera's perspective relative to the curved surface, detail on the 
shell surface becomes spatially compressed in the image near the left and right edges of the shell. Figure 1 illustrates the 
image of a shell captured from a single camera. Note how the text information appears compressed in the image near the 
edges of the shell. Because character recognition software is sensitive to the size and shape of text in images, the distorted 
image of the shell must first be "unwarped." Otherwise, errors in reading the text will occur. In this section, the equations for 
unwarping the image are given. 

Figure 2 illustrates the geometry of the problem. The lens in the camera is modeled as a thin, distortion-free lens with focal 
length, f. The ammunition shell has a radius of R which changes along the length of the shell. The lens is focused on the 
plane, perpendicular to the optical axis, which intersects the vertex of a nominal shell radius denoted E. Object points lying 
in front of or behind this plane become progressively more out-of-focus. At the fixed nominal radius the lateral 
magnification of the lens is given by M . The arc height of the object along the shell surface is given by h,, and the 
corresponding height of the image point on the detector array is given by hi. One can show that the arc height on the shell is 
related to the image height on the sensor by the following equation 

- 

where 

and 

& si+, / R)  
hi = 

L-RCos(iE, / R ) '  

& = ( M + l ) f ,  

L = (a+ 1)f / M +  F .  (3) 

In order to use Eq. (1) effectively, the focal length of the lens$ the nominal magnification M ,  and the nominal radius of 
focus ?? should be accurately known. In addition, the radius R at every imaged line must be determined. A method to 
determine the physical radius from a line image is given in Section 3. 
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Figure 1 Two images of original scan and warped segment prior to tiling. The text appears distorted near 
the edges of the shell (Note the numeral 4 in the lower right portion of the image). The warped 

image has been cropped to one quarter of the total circumference. 
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The image is undistorted by substituting the desired arc height h, along the curved surface into Eq. (1) and determining the 
physical height hi on the image sensor. This a target to source mapping used to generate the value of the pixel in the target 
domain by locating, using Eq. (l), the location of the pixel in the source domain. During the unwarping procedure, the spatial 
resolution on the shell in the unwGing routine is held constant. The size of the imaged detector on the nominal plane of 
focus is simply given by 

A, = A ~  IM, (4) 

where Ai is the distance between detector elements on the sensor. An undistorted image can be built up by repeatedly 
applying Eq.( 1) with the arc-length determined by 

- 
h, = n A , ,  {n=0,+1,+2 ,..., +Nmax).  

Figure 1 shows the results of this algorithm for a given actual scan shown in the left image and the undistorted image on the 
right. 

3. IMAGETILING 
Multiple cameras surrounding the ammunition shell are used to build up an image of the entire circumference of the shell. 
Each camera is used to map a 360°/ Nc arc of the surface, where Nc is the number of cameras used. Since the spatial 
resolution on the shell surface is held constant, the number of pixels covering the shell circumference decreases as the shell 
radius decreases. The number of pixels in the corrected image fiom the center of the field of view to the cross-over point 
between adjacent cameras is given by 

where the square brackets function, [-Iinteger, indicates the selection of the nearest integer. 

As the shell radius changes, the point in the camera’s field of view which represents the cross-over location or the “seam” 
between the images of adjacent camera system changes. Figure 3 illustrates this point. The cross-over location for different 
radii is imaged to a different location on the sensor array. Thus, in order to tile the Nc images together the cross-over point 
must be determined for every line image. This requires the physical radius of the shell to be determined. 

Different 
Shell 

Figure 3. In a four-camera system (only one is shown) each camera is used to map 90” of the surface. As 
the radius decreases, the location of the cross-over point in the image changes. 
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The physical radius of the shell for a given line image can be determined in the following way. Figure 4 illustrates the 
geometry of the problem where the,camera’s imaging lens is modeled as “thin” and distortion free. The edge of the shell, as 
seen in the image, occurs when the principal ray of the imaging lens is tangent to the surface of the shell. By determining the 
height, hi*, of the imaged edge on the detector, the physical radius of the shell may be calculated by the following equation 

Figure 4. Edge ray condition used to determine the radius of the shell. 

The physical height on the sensor is related to the pixel height by 

hi = n  A i ,  ( 8 )  

where IZ is the number of pixels from the center of the image to a point in the digital image, and Ai is the physical spacing of 
the detector elements. 

The procedure for unwarping and tiling the views from multiple cameras can be summarized as: 

1) Determine the physical height of the shell edge image on the detector array. An image processing technique is used to 
locate the edge in the digital image. Equation (8) is used to compute the physical height of the edge on the sensor array. 

2) Compute the physical radius R of the shell using Eq.(7). 

3) Determine the number of pixels N,, in the final corrected image to the cross-over point between adjacent images using 
Eq.(6). 

4) For the arc-lengths in the final image given in Eq.(5), determine the corresponding pixel location in the original image and 
estimate the image gray level. 

The lens has been modeled as an ideal “thin” lens with no distortion. Low distortion lenses can be purchased. It is possible, 
however, to include the effects of lens distortion in the model as presented above. Solving for the physical radius of the shell, 
however, is more difficult. 

This process is depicted in Fig. 5 with three images from each individual camera acquisition and a final resulting 
circumference image. 
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Fig UL ‘e5. Threei indi vidu !a1 images warpe :d a md the con :espo Inding composite. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
An experimental test stand was constructed and the optical and image processing hardware configured to enable testing and 
verification of the proposed algorithms. The images were acquired using a Dalsa 2k line scan camera and a Datacube M V -  
200 VME image processing board with a digital input module. A linear slide was used to translate the camera over the full 
length of the ammunition. The drive motor for the linear slide was connected to an optical encoder which generated pulses 
for the image row counter on the digital input module. Figure 6a shows the general configuration of the ammunition, camera 
and lights. An additional motor was used to rotate the ammunition through 360’ in four discrete steps to obtain the individual 
images required for the warp and tile operation. 

The ammunition shell must be illuminated in order for the camera system to image the shell surface. It is important to deliver 
sufficient light energy to the surface so that the detectors will have adequate light levels. The apertures on the lenses may be 
opened larger to increase the signal level but only to the point where the depth of field is still acceptable. The lighting system 
used with the system prototype consists of two circular fluorescent lamps placed above and below the camera’s line of focus 
on the shell. Figure 6b illustrates the geometry of the lighting system. The two lamps, above and below the line of focus, are 
used to eliminate shadowing effects. The circular geometry of the lamps matches the cylindrical shape of the ammunition 
shell, It provides uniform lighting around the shell because of the symmetry. In addition, since the light source directly 
illuminates the shell there are no losses from intervening optical elements such as an optical fiber bundle. 

The light irradiance at the sensor can be increased if the fluorescent bulbs are moved closer to the line of focus, however, the 
bulbs must far enough apart to avoid specular reflection into the camera. Specular reflection into the camera is most likely to 
occur on the taper of the shell as Fig. 6b illustrates. 



The Mv-200 board was used in combination with a Motorola MVME 167 single board computer and LynxOS real time 
operation system to perform all control and processing operations. Figure 7 shows the major hardware components of the test 
stand, 
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Figure 6. a. Schematic of the main components of the image acquisition system. b. Specular reflection into 

camera due to narrow spacing of the fluorescent lamps. 

Figure 7. Photograph of the test stand during a trial of the system at the Army's Yuma proving grounds. 
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5. RESULTS 
The results of applying the algorithms described in section 4 for the warping and tiling of the four individual camera images 
were very successful. This was evident by analyzing the resulting images using the classification and OCR algorithms. The 
image shown in Fig. 8 is representative of the entire set of ammunition rounds acquired during a trial at the Army’s Yuma 
proving grounds. A total of 48 unique circumference images have been generated for further analysis. 

The process of generating the parameters for the analytical expressions given in Eqs. 1’6, and 7 proved to be somewhat time 
consuming, The main problem is determining the true focal length and magnification of the optical system. These parameters 
were determined via a calibration procedure and the specified nominal projectile radius (body section) given in drawings. A 
parameter that required experimental determination was the distance to the object plane. The calibration procedure used for 
the alignment of the camera did not include a section to measure this distance explicitly, so it was estimated. 

Pigure 8. Example complete circumference image of a typical ammunition round acquired during testing. 

6. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
A conceptual design for a fieldable unit was generated using the information gained during the trials and requirements for the 
ammunition identification system. The production system uses a set of line-scan cameras, located around a portion of the 
vehicle’s upload conveyor, to image the projectile as it moves across a gap approximately 15 cm wide. Four cameras are 
situated in a tight ring around the conveyor and the image path is folded to project onto the projectile’s surface. Figure 9 
shows a drawing of this design. 



Pigure 9. Mechanical design of a production identification module showing four imaging tubes and the 
conveyor belts used to move the ammunition. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
The concept put forth in this report meet many of the functional, performance, and form-factor requirements of the Crusader 
ammunition identification system. Concepts for full ammunition identification have been developed and tested using actual 
data gathered using a development test stand. Some challenges for this type of system have also been identified and potential 
solutions presented. 

The axial scan method using several cameras was proven to be a realizable approach to generation of the circumference 
image. The conic section of the projectiles proved to be a challenge to correct for the distortion and tile together at the 
appropriate locations. It was discovered that an accurate radius measurement along the length of the projectile was necessary 
for the warpinghiling operation. It was shown that the radius measurement could be made from the actual acquired raw 
images themselves. 
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